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The drifting snow in the turbulent atmosphere boundary layer is an important type of aeolian multi-
phase flow. Current theoretical and numerical studies of drifting snow mostly consider the flow field
as steady wind velocity. Whereas, little is known about the effects of turbulent wind structures on saltat-
ing snow particles. In this paper, a 3-D drifting snow model based on Large Eddy Simulation is estab-
lished, in which the trajectory of every snow grain is calculated and the coupling effect between wind
field and snow particles is considered. The results indicate that the saltating snow particles are re-
organized by the suction effect of high-speed rotating vortexes, which results in the local convergence
of particle concentration, known as snow streamers. The turbulent wind leads to the spatial non-
uniform of snow particles lifted by aerodynamic entrainment, but this does not affect the formation of
snow streamers. Whereas the stochastic grain-bed interactions make a great contribution to the final
shapes of snow streamers. Generally, snow streamers display a characteristic length about 0.5 m and a
characteristic width of approximately 0.16 m, and their characteristic sizes are not sensitive to the wind
speed. Compared to the typical sand streamer, snow streamer is slightly narrower and the occurrence of
other complex streamer patterns is later than that of sand streamers due to the better follow performance
of snow grains with air flow.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Drifting snow is a typical two-phase flow that frequently
occurred at high latitudes and its studies are of glaciological and
hydrological importance (Zhou et al., 2014). The drifting snow pro-
cess carries snow grains from one place to another and results in a
redistribution of snow cover. On one hand, the non-uniform distri-
bution snow layer caused by drifting snow on mountains may
induce and aggravate various natural geologic hazards (Michaux
et al., 2001). On the other hand, drifting snow is one of the main
causes of the temporal and spatial variation of snow distribution,
contributes greatly to the mass balance of the ice sheets (Gallée
et al., 2013). Thus, the dispersion and transport characteristics of
snow particles in the turbulent boundary layer require in-depth
research.

Many drifting snow models have been proposed to investigate
this comprehensive phenomenon. Most of them are two-fluid
models assume snow particles a continuous phase (Uematsu
et al., 1991; Mann et al., 2000; Taylor, 1998; Déry and Yau, 1999;
Fukushima et al., 1999, 2001; Xiao et al., 2000; Bintanja, 2000a,
2000b; Gauer, 2001; Lehning et al., 2008; Schneiderbauer and
Prokop, 2011; Vionnet et al., 2014). These models have greatly
improved our understanding of drifting snow process. However,
snow grains can also saltate downflow due to the gravitational
effect. The movement of mid-air snow particles and the interaction
between snow grains and turbulent structures are essential for
understanding the natural drifting snow process and its spatial
structure under the action of turbulent wind. In recent years, some
Euler-Lagrange models have been explored to investigate the drift-
ing snow process, in which the snow particles were tracked with
Lagrangemethod. Nemoto and Nishimura (2004) studied 2-D snow
particle motions in the 1-D turbulent boundary layer based on par-
ticle tracking with consideration of the aerodynamic entrainment
and wind modification. Later, Zhang and Huang (2008) presented
a steady state snow drift model and analyzed the features of the
steady state of drifting snow.

The studies on the dispersion of solid particles in the 3-D turbu-
lent boundary layer based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES) have
also been conducted by researchers. Vinkovic et al. (2006) studied
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the dispersion of solid particles in a turbulent boundary layer
based on the large-eddy simulation combined with the dynamic
Germano subgrid-scale (SGS) model, while the spatial structure
of the sand flow was not discussed. Then, Dupont et al. (2013) sim-
ulated the wind-blown sand movement in the near surface turbu-
lent flow layer and found the process of sand saltation is very
intermittent in time and space due to the turbulence of the flow.
Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2014) simulated the small-scale drifting
snow in the turbulent boundary layer and analyzed the intermit-
tency of drifting snow by simplifying the coupling effect between
particles and wind field as a uniform roughness modification. This
may be inaccurate since the saltating snow particles are non-
uniform distributed in the turbulent flow. Huang and Wang
(2015) performed the behaviors of snow particle in a fully devel-
oped turbulent boundary layer and snow streamers were repro-
duced. Up to now, the characteristic sizes of snow streamer and
its formation mechanisms require further exploration. In addition,
all above studies didn’t adopt an adequate SGS model to reflect the
influence of non-uniform distributed saltation particles on the
wind field, which will affect the final structure of the drifting snow
to a great extent.

Here, we investigate the influence of turbulent structures on
saltating snow using a Lagrangian dynamic subgrid-scale (SGS)
model (Meneveau et al., 1996). This model averages the Smagorin-
sky coefficient in time following fluid pathlines and can match the
non-uniform drag force due to the saltating snow particles essen-
tially. The coupling effect between snow particles and wind field
is explicitly considered. Each saltating snow particle is tracked
using a Lagrangian approach and a splash scheme is used to
describe the grain-bed interactions. The development of drifting
snow in the turbulent boundary layer with mixed grain size is
numerically studied and ‘snow streamers’ in the turbulent bound-
ary layer are reproduced. The most important improvement of this
model is that the reaction force of each saltating particle is calcu-
lated and imposed on the wind field and each single particle is
tracked separately in order to obtain the detail structure of blown
snow in the turbulent boundary layer. The spatial distribution
characteristic of snow streamers and its relevance with turbulent
wind structure are analyzed in detail.

2. Model and methods

2.1. Turbulent boundary layer

The ARPS (Advanced Regional Prediction System, version 5.3.3)
developed by University of Oklahoma is a middle-scale meteoro-
logical model, and the three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic, com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equation is solved using the ‘split-
explicit’ time integration method (Xue et al., 2000, 2001). After
introduce the reaction force of saltating snow particles into the
Navier-Stokes equation, the fluid governing equations can be
expressed as:
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where the line symbol indicates the filtered variables. xi(m) is the
position coordinates and i ¼ 1;2;3 stand for the streamwise, lateral,
and vertical directions, respectively; ui (ms�1) refers to the instan-
taneous velocity component of three directions, t (s) is time,
p� ¼ p0 � arð�quÞ (Nm�3) contains the pressure perturbation and a
divergence damping terms, the q0 and q (Kg m�3) are the pertur-
bance density and grid-averaged density of air, respectively;
g (ms�2) is the gravitational acceleration, and sij ¼ quiuj � q�ui�uj is
the subgrid stress, according to Smagorinsky (1963):

sij ¼ �2ðCsDÞ2j�Sj�Sij ð3Þ
where D (m) is the filter scale, �Sij ¼ ð@�ui=@xj þ @�uj=@xiÞ=2 is the

strain rate tensor, and Cs is the Smagorinsky coefficient, which is
dynamically determined according to the Lagrangian dynamic
SGS model (Meneveau et al., 1996).

Fi is the reaction force per unit volume of saltating particles and
should be equal and opposite in direction of the drag force of snow
particle (Anderson and Haff, 1991):

Fi ¼ 1
Vgrid

XN

s¼1

3
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where Vgrid (m3) is the volume of grid cell, N is the total number of
particles in a grid, mp (kg) means the mass of particles, CD is the
drag coefficient and Vr (ms�1) represents the relative velocity
between the particle and air flow.

2.2. Governing equation of particle motion

The Lagrangian Particle Tracking Method combined with fourth
order Ronge-Kutta method is used to track the snow grains. As the

particle density qp is much larger than the air (qP ¼ 912 kgm�3 and

q ¼ 1:225 kgm�3) and its diameter dp (m) is much smaller than the
Kolmogorov scale, every snow particle is regarded as a sphere and
only possesses gravity and drag force (Anderson and Haff, 1988).
The static electric force is not included in this simulation. Thus,
the equation of particle motion can be written as:
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CDRep ¼ 24þ 3:6ðRepÞ0:687; ðRep 6 1000Þ
0:44Rep; ðRep > 1000Þ
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where Rep ¼ dpVr=m is the particle Reynolds number and

m ¼ 1:5� 10�5 m2 s�1 is the kinematic viscosity of air.

2.3. Grain-bed interactions

Snow particles will be entrained into the air if the shear force
generated by air flow is above threshold. The aerodynamic entrain-
ment scheme of Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2014) is adopted to
describe the quantity and initial velocities of entrained particles.

When a moving particle impacts on the bed, it may rebound
into air again and eject new particles into the air due to momen-
tum transfer. The rebound probability can be expressed as
(Anderson and Haff, 1991):

Preb ¼ B½1� expð�cv impÞ� ð7Þ
where v imp(ms�1) is the impact velocity of particle, B ¼ 0:9 and

c ¼ 2 sm�1 are empirical parameters (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2014).
The number of newly ejected particles can be expressed as (Kok

and Renno, 2009):

Nej ¼ affiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p mimp

hmejiv imp ð8Þ

where a is a dimensionless constant in the range of 0.01–0.05. A
value of a ¼ 0:03 is in accordance with the observation of drifting
snow in the wind tunnel (Okaze et al., 2012). D (m) is the typical
particle size (hdpi in this paper), mimp (kg) is the mass of impacting
particle and hmeji (kg) is the average mass of ejection grains.
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According to Kok and Renno (2009), the fraction of kinetic
energy retained by the rebounding particle is ð45� 22Þ% and the
speed of the ejected particles is exponentially distributed:

hvejiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gD

p ¼ hkeji
a

1� exp � v imp

40
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p
 !" #

ð9Þ

where hkeji ¼ 0:15 is the average fraction of impacting momentum
applied on the ejecting surface grains (Rice et al., 1995). The velocity
of every new ejected particle will multiply a coefficient that equal to
mej=hmeji in consideration of the overall momentum conservation.

The angle toward the surface of rebounding particles areb and
splashing particles aej approximately follow an exponential distri-
bution. Whereas the mean values are very different, the angle aej

has a mean value of 50
�
(Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2014; Kok and

Renno, 2009) and the mean value of areb depends on the particle
size (Rice et al., 1995; Li and Zhou, 2007):

harebi ¼ 161:46e�
dp

250�10�6 þ 0:15 ð10Þ
Additionally, the angle toward a vertical plane in the stream-

wise direction bhor of rebounding and splashing particles follow a
normal distribution with the mean value of hbhori ¼ 0

�
. The vari-

ance rðbhorÞ was set as 15
�
after Dupont et al. (2013).

2.4. Simulation details

The computational region is set as 10:0 m� 10:0 m� 5:0 m
with uniform grid of Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 0:05 m in the horizontal direction
and the average mesh size of Dz ¼ 0:05 m in the vertical direction.
The vertical grid is stretched by cubic function to acquire detailed
information of the surface layer and the smallest grid is
Dzmin ¼ 0:005 m. The large time step is 2.0e�4 s and the small time
step used to calculate the acoustic wave terms is 2.0e�5 s. In order
to generate the turbulent boundary layer, the standard logarithmic
profile with random perturbation is used to initialize the wind field
and the compressible flow turbulent inflow condition proposed by
Urbin and Knight (2001) is applied at the first stage of simulation.
The surface roughness that is used to set the initial wind profile is
hdpi=30 (Bagnold, 1973) and the surface friction is included
through applying an extra force sijAcij on the bottom of the first

level grid, in which sij (Nm�2) is the local shear force and Acij

(m2) is the area of the grid cell at coordinate position ði; jÞ.
The turbulent flow development time is 100 � d=Ue as Lund

et al. (1998) suggested, where d (m) is the depth of the boundary
layer and Ue (ms�1) is the free stream velocity. Particles will take
off when the turbulent boundary layer is fully developed. The peri-
odic boundary condition is used when the turbulent boundary
layer is fully-developed because the particles conduct periodic
boundaries in the computation domain in order to form a spatial
development drifting snow. Additionally, the free slip boundary
condition and the surface friction is applied at the bottom, which
is similar to the semi-slip boundary condition of Xue et al.
(2000), and the zero pressure gradient boundary condition com-
bined with a Rayleigh damping layer (1.5 m) are used in the top.

The actual computation time of drifting snow is 60 s, in which a
loose snow layer is set on the ground. The size of snow particles on
the bed is gamma distributed according to Schmidt (1984) and a
random value will be given to each ejected particle:

f ðdpÞ ¼
dða�1Þ
p

baCðaÞ expð�dp=bÞ ð11Þ

where a and b are the shape and scale parameters with value
setting as 4.65 and 75.27, respectively, which is in consistence with
the observational results of the natural snow (Omiya et al., 2011).
The fundamental purpose of this drifting snow model is to
explore the influence of turbulent on the saltating particles and
the relationship between the spatial structures of drifting snow
and turbulent flow.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. The model validation

First of all, the snow transport flux of drifting snow is obtained
through a temporal and spatial averaging of the saltation mass flux
at different heights. Fig. 1 illustrates the snow transport rate of unit
width versus friction velocity and the snow transport rate per unit
area along height. Here, the friction velocity is the pure flow fric-
tion velocity and evaluated from the averaged wind profile. It
can be observed from Fig. 1(a) that the snow transport flux per unit
width increases with an increase in friction velocity, in accordance
with the experimental observations of Sugiura et al. (1998). The
minute difference mainly comes from the lack of suspended snow
due to diffusion process. The distribution of snow transport rate
per unit area along height, as shown in Fig. 1(b), also agrees with
the experiment data well.

Fig. 2(a) shows the variations of the mean horizontal velocity of
snow particles versus height under different friction velocities. And
the simulated results are compared with that of the experiment
data. From Fig. 2(a), it can be seen that the mean velocity of snow
particles is increased with height, which is supported by a series of
measurement (Tominaga et al., 2013; Nishimura et al., 2014). Fig. 2
(b) gives the distributions of saltation particle velocities under dif-
ferent wind speeds. It can be seen that the particle velocities along
streamwise obey the unimodal distribution, which is not sensitive
to the friction velocity. The standard variances of particle velocity
under friction velocities of 0.302 ms�1, 0.411 ms�1 and
0.468 ms�1 are 1.38, 1.27 and 1.32, respectively. This also agrees
well with the experimental measurement of Nishimura et al.
(2014).

Furthermore, the particle size distributions at different heights
are given in Fig. 3(a). The friction velocity is 0.302 ms�1 and the
statistical interval is 3 cm along height. It can be seen that the par-
ticle size distributions are basically not changed with height except
that the larger particles partly decrease with the increment of
height. Fig. 3(b) shows the variations of mean particle diameter
along height under different friction velocities and they are com-
pared with the wind tunnel experiment results of Gromke et al.
(2014) and field observations of Gordon and Taylor (2009). It can
be seen that the average particle size along height is almost con-
stant in the saltation layer, which agrees well with the measure-
ment data. The mean particle size trends to decrease with height
above the saltation layer. This is mainly because the smaller parti-
cles are easier to be carried into the suspension layer by the turbu-
lence. And the mean particle size distribution along height is
generally not sensitive to the wind speed.

3.2. The snow streamers

Fig. 4(a) shows the color map of the streamwise wind speed of a
fully-developed turbulent boundary layer, in which three horizon-
tal slices at different heights (0.01 m, 0.05 m and 0.1 m) are dis-
played below. The free stream velocity is 10 ms�1. Seen from the
horizontal slices at different heights, the streamwise wind speed
increases with height on the whole. However, the local wind speed
varies considerably at the same height due to the turbulent
fluctuations.

The local surface shear force can be obtained by the local fric-
tion velocity u� through the expression s ¼ qu2

� , in which u� is cal-



Fig. 1. (a) The snow transport flux versus friction velocity and (b) the snow transport rate per unit area along height.

Fig. 2. (a) The mean streamwise velocity of mid-air snow particle along height and (b) the corresponding probability distribution.

Fig. 3. (a) The particle size distributions at different heights and (b) the comparison between simulated mean particle diameter and experiment results along height.
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culated by the wind speed at a height of 0.005 m and the wind pro-
file is assumed to be logarithmic distributed. The surface shear
force in a well-developed turbulent boundary layer is displayed
in Fig. 3(b) and the free stream velocity is also 10 ms�1. As shown
in the figure, very similar to the distribution of wind speed at the
near surface, the surface shear force varies greatly and the maxi-
mum may be times higher than the minimum. As the aerodynamic
entrainment is directly related to the local shear force (Groot
Zwaaftink et al., 2014), the number of entrained particles at differ-
ent positions of the surface may be quite different, and at some
places particle even cannot be taken off from the surface. In this
way, the initial take-off snow particles will exhibit a quite non-
uniform distribution, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Under the combined action of aerodynamic entrainment and
grain-bed interactions, a well-developed drifting snow in equilib-
rium with the flow is formed in the turbulent boundary layer. Very
similar to the observation of Baas (2008) and the simulation of
Dupont et al. (2013), the non-uniformdistributed saltating particles
form the so called ‘snow streamer’ in the turbulent boundary layer
(HuangandWang, 2015), as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). Snowstream-
ers display elongated structure and may merge or bifurcate as they
move along the downwind direction (Baas and Sherman, 2005;



Fig. 4. (a) The color map of streamwise wind speed and (b) the surface shear force in a fully-developed flow field.

Fig. 5. The blown snow structure under different friction velocities after 30 s development of drifting snow (one dark spot stands for a snow particle).
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Baas, 2008). Baas and Sherman (2005) divided the aeolian streamers
into three patterns: the streamer families, nested streamers and
clouds with embedded streamers. Different types of streamers can
be distinguished by the spanwise averaged transport intensity ly

and spanwise standard variance ry of the transport intensity I. Nor-
malize the transport intensity by ly, the spanwise standard devia-

tions ry under friction velocities of 0.25 ms�1, 0.302 ms�1,
0.411 ms�1 and 0.468 ms�1 are 1.731, 1.712, 1.672 and 1.667,
respectively. So the snow streamers belong to streamer families
under thesewind speeds. At the same time,ry decreases slowlywith
increasing friction velocity and is still larger than ly when the fric-

tionvelocity is 0.85 ms�1 in our simulation. Thusother streamerpat-
terns of snow may appear later compared to that of drifting sand.
This is mainly because the follow performance of snow particles is
much better than that of sand grains and thus saltation snow is
easier to be dominated by turbulent flow.
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Use the same threshold ly þ ry to determine the outline of
snow streamer, the characteristic scales of snow streamers can
be obtained. Here, we first find out all streamers in the computa-
tional domain based on a position correlation method. The position
correlation method can be described as follow: if the transport
intensity I in a statistical unit is larger than the threshold and this
point has at least one adjacent point that belongs to an identified
streamer, this cell will be assigned to be part of the streamer.
Fig. 6 is the effect of the identified snow streamers with the posi-
tion correlation method. It can be observed that this method has
a good recognition performance. Then the identified streamers will
be numbered and their sizes can be acquired accordingly.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the probability distributions of the char-
acteristic sizes of snow streamers are given, in which (a) is the
characteristic width, (b) is the characteristic length, (c) is the lat-
eral spacing and (d) is the projected area. It can be seen that the
size of snow streamers are not sensitive to the wind speed basi-
cally. The mean values of various characteristic parameters under
different friction velocities are shown in Table 1, in which the pro-
jected area is the shaded area in Fig. 6, the number means the
mean number of streamers in one square meters of space, and
the coverage rate is defined as the area of streamers to the total
area. Seen from Table 1, snow streamers have a mean characteristic
length of around 0.5 m and an average spanwise width of about
0.16 m. On average, there are 1.4 independent snow streamers
within one square meter and the spanwise space between two
adjacent streamers is about 1.3 m. And about 9% of the ground sur-
face is covered by snow streamers during drifting snow.

Baas and Sherman (2005) observed that the typical sand
streamers display a characteristic width of approximately 0.2 m
and an average lateral spacing of about 1 m. These values are
almost consistent with our simulation results. The width of snow
streamers is slight smaller than that of the sand streamers mainly
because the sand particles have stronger inertia compared to that
of snow grains, which may lead to the worse aggregation of sand
particles in the process of stochastic grain-bed interactions.
3.3. The formation of snow streamers

The formation mechanism of sand streamers has been investi-
gated based on the field observation and theoretical analysis
(Baas and Sherman, 2005; Baas, 2008). Generally, the transport
variability of blown sand is contributed by spatial and temporal
Fig. 6. The snow streamers identified b
variations in both the airflow and the bed surface control, in which
the surface control includes moisture content, grain size, and
microtopography etc. The analysis on snow streamers also concen-
trates on these two aspects.

The turbulence is composed of plenty of vortexes with different
sizes and shapes, in which the vortex can be interpreted as the
local fluids swirling around the vortex core (Robinson, 1991). The
results of Baas and Sherman (2005) showed weak correlation
between streamwise vortices and aeolian streamers. The same is
true for drifting snow if the rotation intensity of vortexes is indis-
criminate. Fig. 8(a) shows the vortex structure (X ¼ 0:52) in the
fully developed turbulent boundary layer with the omega vortex
identification method (Liu et al., 2016), where X is defined as the
vortical vorticity over the total vorticity. Here, the total vorticity
is expressed as the curl of velocity and the vortical vorticity is
denoted as a, which is the vortical part of the vortex and can be
expressed as (Liu et al., 2016):

a ¼ ½ð@u1=@x2 � @u2=@x1Þ2 þ ð@u1=@x3 � @u3=@x1Þ2

þ ð@u2=@x3 � @u3=@x2Þ2�=4 ð12Þ
It can be seen that the turbulent vortices are basically evenly

distributed in the boundary layer and it is hard to find the corre-
sponding relation between the distributions of vortexes and parti-
cle concentrations.

However, since a rotating vortex is just worked as a ‘tornado’,
snow particles may get into the vortexes and the intensity of the
vortexes should be directly related to this process. We use the vor-
tical vorticity (a) of the vortex to describe the rotation intensity of
the vortex. Fig. 8(b) gives the distributions of vortical vorticity lar-
ger than 2000 (s�2) and saltating snow particles, in which the
green patches are vortical vorticities and the black points represent
snow particles. It can be seen from this figure that the high concen-
tration snow streamers are basically located in the high-speed
rotating vortexes. Thus the formation of snow streamers in the tur-
bulent boundary layer should be mainly contributed by local rota-
tional motion of fluid. While the research of Baas and Sherman
(2005) indicate that the near-surface gusts could be the main rea-
son that forms the sand streamers. The major reasons may be that
the rotation intensity of the turbulent vortexes is omitted in their
analysis.

In order to quantitatively demonstrate the corresponding rela-
tion between the particle concentration and rotational speed of
local vortex, the variation of mean vortical vorticity a with particle
y the position correlation method.



Fig. 7. The probability distributions of the characteristic sizes of snow streamers under different friction velocities.

Table 1
The mean values of different characteristic parameters of snow streamers under different friction velocities.

Friction velocity
(ms�1)

Mean spanwise width
(m)

Mean streamwise length
(m)

Mean lateral spacing
(m)

Mean projected area
(m2)

Number
(m�2)

Coverage rate
(�)

0.25 0.164 0.509 1.385 0.0713 1.28 0.088
0.302 0.164 0.484 1.402 0.0678 1.4 0.091
0.411 0.163 0.51 1.261 0.0716 1.35 0.093
0.468 0.162 0.488 1.37 0.069 1.39 0.089

Fig. 8. (a) The vortex structure in the turbulent boundary layer and (b) the distributions of vortical vorticities larger than 2000 (s�2) and saltating snow particles after 30 s
development of drifting snow (u� ¼ 0:468 m=s and one dark spot stands for a snow particle).

N. Huang, Z.-S. Wang / Aeolian Research 23 (2016) 1–10 7
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concentration in a fully developed drifting snow under friction
velocity of 0.35 ms�1 is displayed in Fig. 9. The particle concentra-
tion has been normalized by the mean concentration of particles
and the horizontal slice of the vortical vorticity a at a height of
mean saltation height (1.31 cm) was used to obtain the local vorti-
cal vorticity. It can be obviously found that particle concentration
is proportional to the rotational speed of local vortex. The mean
Fig. 9. The correlation between particle concentrations and local vortical vorticity.

Fig. 10. The different types of snow streamers with different grain-bed inte
value of the local vortical vorticity is basically exponential increase
with the increase of particle concentration. The reason is mainly
because vortexes with higher rotational speeds could generate a
much stronger suction and absorb more saltating snow particles.

Further study shows that the snow streamers are largely self-
organized by turbulent vortexes and the effect of spatial differen-
tiation of particle entrainment may not significant in this process.
This is also consistent with the observation of Baas and Sherman
(2005) that the surface control was not a necessary condition for
the formation of aeolian streamers. Fig. 10 gives different stream-
ers patterns after 30 s development of drifting snow in the turbu-
lent boundary layer under various grain-bed interactions. The
initial state is a uniform distributed saltating snow particles, in
which the particles only conduct a rebound with mirror reflection
condition for case (a), case (b) is just as (a) except that the rebound
particles have a stochastic horizontal angle towards the impacting
direction (rðbhorÞ ¼ 10

�
), and case (c) processes a normal grain-bed

interaction described in the model and method. Fig. 10(a), (b) and (
c) are the planforms of saltating snow particles after 30 s develop-
ment of drifting snow.

It can be observed that the final shape of the snow streamers is
largely related to the stochastic grain-bed interactions of snow par-
ticles. Generally, the deviation from the incident direction of snow
particles during the impacting process (case b) extend the width of
streamers or even merge the adjacent streamers, and the newly
ejected particles will lengthen the length of the streamers (case
ractions (u� ¼ 0:25 ms�1 and one dark spot stands for a snow particle).
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c). The characteristic length and width of snow streamer (case c in
Fig. 10) are 0.496 m and 0.163 m, respectively. This is consistent
with the characteristic size of streamers that formed by the normal
entrainment and splash process (Fig. 5a). Thus the formation of
snow streamers is independent of the spatial differentiation of par-
ticle entrainment. Further results also show that the magnitude of
the deviation angle bhor does not affect the characteristic size of
snow streamers, which also indicates that the snow streamer is
basically a self-organization phenomenon of mid-air snow
particles driven by the turbulent vortexes.

Based on the above analysis, the snow streamers are high
concentration particle clouds that organized by the high-speed
rotating vortexes in the turbulent boundary layer. And the final
shape and distribution of snow streamers is generated by the com-
bined action of turbulent vortex and random grain-bed interaction.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a 3-D drifting snow model with mixed particle
size in the turbulent boundary layer is established through track-
ing every saltation particle with explicit consideration of the cou-
pling effect between snow particles and airflow. The snow
streamers are reproduced in the turbulent boundary layer. For
snow streamers, the transition from streamer families to nested
streamers or other more complex streamer patterns generally
needs a much larger wind speed than that of sand due to the good
following performance of snow particles.

The characteristic sizes of snow streamers are analyzed based
on a position correlation method. The mean characteristic length
and width of snow streamers are approximately 0.5 m and
0.16 m, respectively. The average coverage rate of snow streamers
during drifting snow is about 9% and it is constant under different
wind speeds. On average, one square meter of space contains 1.4
independent streamers and their lateral spacing is around 1.3 m.
All these characteristic parameters are not sensitive to the wind
speed.

The rotation speed of the turbulent vortexes is found to be
directly related to the formation of snow streamers. That is, high-
speed rotating vortexes can trap the saltating snow particles like
a ‘tornado’. Statistical results show a good correlation between
local particle concentration and rotation speed of the vortex. The
spatial non-uniform aerodynamic entrainment has no obvious
effect on snow streamers, but the grain-bed interactions have
important influence on the final shape of snow streamers.
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